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The Semester is
Coming to a Close!!!
The Gamma Pi Chapter
is excited for the
upcoming initiation of
our pledges!
Alumnus Teaches
Brothers About
Financial Planning
On October 29th, the
Gamma Pi Chapter was
given a presentation by
Brother Lucas Therp to
learn about financial
planning.  Lucas
graduated this past
spring with his MBA and
is an analyst at Ninth
Street Capital Partners.
He showed the class a
excel spreadsheet which
he uses to budget out
his expected expenses
for the next 2 years.
Lucas explained the
importance of making
both an accrual and
cash budget, so one
always knows how
much cash he or she
has on hand for

purchases.  Lucas
touched on the
importance of using
separate tabs for loans
and assumptions while
also color coding every
tab to avoid confusion.
Every tab should have a
description as well and
the assumptions should
be used as a reference
for income and
expenses to make
changes easier.  Lucas
said this budget took
him a short amount of
time to make, and the
time and worry saved by
doing it was well worth
the effort.  The chapter
certainly appreciated
Lucas’s presentation
and his ability to make
something seemingly
time intensive and

complex, simple.

Supply and Value
Chain Professional
Event
On October, 11th the
Gamma Pi Chapter
hosted a Supply and
Value Chain
Professional Event.
This event was planned
by the Vice-President of
Professional Activities,
Brother Zichen Yu.
Harry Haney from
Loyola University
Chicago’s Supply Chain
and Value Center gave
a presentation about
what the center does
and ways for students to
get involved in the
projects the center is
working on.  Harry also
gave advice to students
who are thinking about
going into careers for
supply chain.  This
event was extremely
beneficial in the fact that
the chapter does not
often have events
specifically for supply
chain majors.

Cincinnati Lead
School Fall 2017
Summary
From October 13th-15th,
three brothers from the
Gamma Pi Chapter
attended the Lead
School in Cincinnati,
Ohio.  The event was
good balance of fun,
networking, and
informative
presentations.  The
Lead School began with
registration and fun
networking event with a
DJ and games on Friday
night.  The day after
began with breakfast
and then a speech from
Adam Carroll, a
nationally recognized
business speaker, about
focuses efforts on what
is most wanted.  The
first breakout session
began afterwards,
offering topics on
networking, officer
transitions, fundraising,
conflict management,
and actualizing ideas.
This was proceeded
with a lunch designed to
increase networking and
idea generation by
having participants split

up based on what
chapter improvement
ideas they were most
interested in.  This was
followed by three
additional break out
sessions which had
topics on everything
from positive thinking to
an overview of correct
ritual practices.
This was followed with
an awards, recognition,
and giveaways
ceremony along with a
Grand Officer
installation ceremony.
The day ended with with
a networking event for

School)the Cincinnati
area.  Overall the event
was informative, fun,
and a great opportunity
to encounter other
chapters Gamma Pi
rarely sees.
Upcoming Events
November
● 11/9/17 Best
Buddies Event at
6300 N Ridge
Ave, Chicago, IL
60660 from
7:00pm-8:30pm
● 11/18/17 Initiation
in Beane Hall
from 9am-2pm
● 11/19/17 Cookies
from the Heart at
6300 N Ridge
Ave, Chicago, IL
60660 from
2-4pm
Follow Us on Social
Media

(Above Left to Right:
Brothers Kokenge,
Jiménez, and Lawson
representing the
Gamma Pi Chapter at
the Cincinnati Lead

